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Scanstrut’s ROKK Wireless Astounds the Marine Trade
FLORIDA (October 1st 2018) In the world of marine electronics, technological advances occur almost on
a daily basis. Outdoor technologies experts Scanstrut have been a technical design powerhouse for over
30 years, enabling and enhancing the use of marine navigational electronics for the toughest of outdoor
environments.
For their latest innovation, Scanstrut has engineered a range of products that have left leading brands,
builders and the wider engineering community astounded and that exceeded the expectations of
today’s boaters who are used to wireless charging their phone at home and in the car; The world’s first
12/24V waterproof wireless charging for mobile and outdoor environments.
Although this technology has been available for the home, office and car for some time, no other
company has been able to engineer a solution for the outdoor environment until now. Through
Scanstrut’s robust design and development process, they pushed technical and engineering boundaries
with their advanced encapsulation formula research, PCB development, safety testing and assembly
processes that has brought 12/24V waterproof wireless to the marine market.
By enabling a new and rapidly advancing technology on board sail, power and ski boats, the range is fast
becoming a top requested product by the end customer to be installed at the point of manufacture.
After just 4 weeks of the 12/24V range being available to the market, it has been sold into aftermarket
distribution across RV and marine sectors in 36 countries, US & European target boat builders including
HanseYachts.
“As one of the most innovative ship yards we are happy to integrate the new ROKK wireless charging
into all our Hanse sailing yachts. We have now integrated the charger into our saloon furniture to give
our owners a discreet, yet accessible place to charge their phones onboard.” Florian Nierich,
HanseYachts
“We have been amazed by the uptake from our customers and partners in marine and RV of ROKK
Wireless. It exceeds all certification requirements, is Qi tested and qualified and is already being fitted
by market leading, forward thinking marine and RV builders. There is a rapidly growing demand for
wireless charging on board and ROKK Wireless is ready to install right now, anywhere on board, inside or
out- no more wires!” said Tom Reed, Scanstrut CEO
“Designed from the ground up, this is the world’s first waterproof wireless charge system created
specifically for use on board, with the unique technology is housed in an IPX6, full encapsulated and
sealed unit,” said Grant Fox, Scanstrut marketing manager.
Working directly with 12/24V systems, ROKK Wireless is ideal for life on the move and is perfect for
boats and RVs.
“It’s easy to install, anywhere you need your phone,” said Fox. “No more wires.”

Exceeding the latest and highest standards of the Qi wireless protocol, ROKK Wireless is independently
certified to deliver ultra-safe, wireless charging anywhere on board.
The 12/24V Wireless Range
ROKK Wireless Hidden- This waterproof wireless subsurface charger 12/24V (SC-CW-01) is hidden from
view but always ready to charge. It’s engineered to be installed under the surface and leave the top
surface un-cluttered and looking perfect.
“Simply etch in your logo to identify the charge location,” said Fox. “It’s ideal for GRP or wood, and can
be installed under tables, cabinets, consoles or work tops. The installation system is simple to install and
works with a variety of panel depths and materials.
ROKK Wireless Surface – This low-profile, flush-mounted waterproof wireless charger 12/24V (SC-CW02) comes with an ultra grippy, non-slip surface. It sports a contemporary look with two-tone color and
is designed to complement modern interiors and exteriors. It’s designed to fit to any smooth surface,
indoors or out.
ROKK Wireless Bezel. Easy to install, this waterproof wireless charger 12/24V (SC-CW-03)
Includes the non-slip surface pad but simplifies installation even further. Simply drill a 10mm cable
access hole and fit to your chosen location, Qi waterproof wireless charging is ready to go.
For full technical information please visit https://scanstrut.com/rokk-wireless
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